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INSTITUTIONALIZED HORSE ABUSE: THE SORING OF
TENNESSEE WALKING HORSES
KEITH DANE*
DIRECTOR OF EQUINE PROTECTION

THE HUMANE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STA TES
I. BACKGROUND
When Congress passed the Horse Protection Act ("HPA") in 1970,
it did so with the expectation that the Act would end the cruel practice of
"soring" of Tennessee Walking Horses exhibited in many show rings across
the south.' Sadly, this practice continues to this day, despite forty years of
regulation, enforcement, and oversight by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture ("USDA").2
The HPA was a commerce act intended to ensure fair show ring
competition and level the playing field by eliminating the competitive
advantage gained by those who sore horses as part of the training process.
It spoke unequivocally about congressional desire to end soring victims'
suffering.3 Congress found that:
(1) the soring of horses is cruel and inhumane;
(2) horses shown or exhibited which are sore, where such
soreness improves the performance of such horse, compete
unfairly with horses which are not sore;
(3) the movement, showing, exhibition, or sale of sore
horses in intrastate commerce adversely affects and
burdens interstate and foreign commerce;
(4) all horses which are subject to regulation under this
chapter are either in

* Keith Dane is the Director of Equine Protection for The Humane Society of the United
States, where he oversees the domestic horse welfare programs for the nation's largest animal welfare
organization. Those efforts include a nationwide campaign to end the slaughter of America's horses in
the United States and abroad. Dane also directs The HSUS' horse owner education program; works to
end equine cruelty and neglect; manages programs to secure the welfare of horses used in sport, work
and racing; and the rehoming of America's at-risk and homeless horses.
1 What is the Horse Protection Act?, THE HUMANE SOC'Y OF THE U.S. (Oct. 2, 2009),

http://www.humanesociety.org/issues/tenn walkinghorses/facts/horse_protectionact.html.
2 See id(stating that the law has been on the books for 38 years as of 2009 and the practice
still continues).
3
U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC., FACTSHEET: THE HORSE PROTECTION ACT I (Sept. 2009), available
http://www.aphis.usda.gov/publications/animal-welfare/content/printable-version/faqrevhorsep.
at
pdf [hereinafter FACTSHEET: THE HORSE PROTECTION ACT].
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interstate or foreign commerce or substantially affect such
commerce; and
(5) regulation under this chapter by the Secretary is
appropriate to prevent and
eliminate burdens upon commerce and to effectively
regulate commerce. 4
With the passage of the HPA, Congress believed it had equipped the USDA
with the authority and tools needed to bring about an end to soring.'
However, the limited jurisdiction afforded to the Agency by the HPA
(which does not prohibit soring in the training barn 6), the industry's reliance
on soring (and the lengths to which it will go to circumvent compliance),
and the limited resources allocated for enforcement of the HPA 7 have all
combined to make soring a frustratingly difficult social ill to eradicate.
This Article will explore the reasons why soring persists, why HPA
enforcement efforts have been unsuccessful at ending it, what steps - if
taken by the USDA - would be effective deterrents, and why there is a need
for a state law banning soring in the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
II. SORING DEFINED
Soring is the painful and artificial alteration of a horse's gait used
to achieve the so-called "big lick" prized in many southern gaited horse
shows.8 The term "big lick" refers to an exaggeration of one of the natural
gaits of the Tennessee Walking Horse, "in which the horse has a big reach
in front and a substantial overstride behind."9 The sought after gait is
accomplished by a variety of soring methods, which include chemical
soring, forms of mechanical soring, or a combination of the two.
With chemical soring, caustic substances are applied to the horse's
front legs, which are then covered tightly with plastic wrap to "cook" the
chemicals into the horse's flesh.10 Some of the chemicals used by sorers
include diesel, kerosene, and mustard oil." Chains are affixed to the legs
whenever the horse is ridden, causing the horse to snatch them in pain off
4

15 U.S.C.A. § 1822 (West 2011).

See U.S. Dep't of Agric., Horse Protection Enforcement: Calendar Year 2000 1 (Nov.
2001) (on file with author) [hereinafter Horse Protection Enforcement: Calendar Year 2000].
6 15 U.S.C.A. § 1822.
See Horse ProtectionAct (HPA) Information: HPA Appropriations,U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC.
(June 24, 2010), http://www.aphis.usda.gov/animalwelfare/hp/.
8 W. Ron DeHaven, The Horse Protection Act - A Case Study in Industry Self Regulation,
216 J. OF THE AM. VETERINARY MED. ASS'N 1250, 1250 (2000).
9
Id.
10 What
is Soring?, THE HUMANE SOC'Y OF THE U.S.
(Oct. 2, 2009),
http://www.humanesociety.org/issues/tennwalkinghorses/facts/what is soring.html
[hereinafter,
What is Soring?, THE HUMANE Soc'Y OF THE U.S.].
" Id.
5
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the ground and throw his weight onto his rear legs.12 This creates the
exaggerated image of the "big lick" show horse.
A. Scar Rule
In the early days of HPA enforcement, soring left grossly
deforming, telltale signs. Huge "cauliflower" callouses encircling the
horses' pasterns and bleeding, open lesions were all physical evidence that
a horse had been sored - even if the animal did not react in pain during preshow examination using palpation.13 In response to these very visible and
publicly abhorrent scars, the USDA implemented the Scar Rule in 1979
(which was then amended in 1988):
The scar rule applies to all horses born on or after October
1, 1975. Horses subject to this rule that do not meet the
following scar rule criteria shall be considered to be "sore"
and are subject to all prohibitions of section 5 of the Act.
The scar rule criteria are as follows:
(a) The anterior and anterior-lateral surfaces of the fore
pasterns (extensor surface) must be free of bilateral
granulomas, other bilateral pathological evidence of
inflammation, and, other bilateral evidence of abuse
indicative of soring including, but not limited to, excessive
loss of hair.
(b) The posterior surfaces of the pasterns (flexor surface),
including the sulcus or "pocket" may show bilateral areas
of uniformly thickened epithelial tissue if such areas are
free of proliferating granuloma tissue, irritation, moisture,
edema, or other evidence of inflammation.14
Because a violation of the Scar Rule disqualified the horse from
competition, and could carry penalties for the violators, industry
participants took this new rule seriously.' 5 Unfortunately, the rule did not
achieve its desired deterrent effect of causing sorers to stop soring. Instead,
unscrupulous trainers worked diligently to find ways to reduce or remove
the scars caused by soring.16 One of the most painful and abusive practices
12 See History and Administration of the Horse Protection Act, U.S. DEP'T OF
AGRIC.,
http://www.aphis.usda.gov/animal welfare/downloads/hpa _historyand admin.pdf (last visited Feb. 21,
2011) [hereinafter History and Administrationof the Horse ProtectionAct].
13 Palpation is the uniform application of pressure to the horse's pasterns, to detect
sensitivity.
14Scar Rule, 9 C.F.R. § 11.3 (2010) (footnote omitted). "Granuloma is defined as any one of
a rather large group of fairly distinctive focal lesions that are formed as a result of inflammatory
reactions caused by biological, chemical, or physical agents." Id. at n.5.
" See 15 U.S.C.A. § 1825 (West 2011).
16 Andrew G. Lang, Sore Winners, APSCA ANIMAL WATCH, Spring 2002, available
at
http://www.fosh.info/pdf/SoreWinners.pdf.
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related to soring is the use of scar removal "treatment." Salicylic acid and
alcohol are mixed into a paste and applied to closely-shaved scarred areas
of the pastern, which are then covered in plastic wrap. Left on for days, the
paste hardens, and erodes the damaged skin until it sloughs off." The
caustic effect is excruciating to the animal, and the pain is so severe that it
is said to cause unconsciousness and even death in some cases."
Although the large, publicly-visible callouses are now a thing of the
past, the remnants of scars removed by the "treatment" remain, and can be
found on horses currently in competition, as documented in photographs
taken by USDA inspection personnel and presented on the Agency's
website.19

B. PressureShoeing
"A particularly egregious form of [mechanical] soring, known as
pressure shoeing, involves cutting a horse's hoof almost to the quick and
tightly nailing on a shoe, or standing a horse for hours with the sensitive
part of his soles on a block, bolt or other raised object. This causes
excruciating pressure and pain whenever the horse puts weight on the
hoof,"20 for example when the horse stands.
Other cruel techniques involving the hoof include the use of tight
metal bands to create pressure and pain, and inserting or injecting foreign
objects between the sole and the "stack" of leather or plastic pads upon
which the horse is forced to stand.2 1
C. Horse ProtectionAct Definition
The HPA defines soring thusly:
The term "sore" when used to describe a horse means that-(A) an irritating or blistering agent has been applied,
internally or externally, by a person to any limb of a horse,
(B) any burn, cut, or laceration has been inflicted by a
person on any
limb of a horse,

"' See Rhonda Hart Poe, Soring is Just Not Acceptable Anymore!, EAGLE RIDGE FARMS

(Sept. 13, 2006), http://www.eagleridge-twh.com/soredhorses.htm; see also Lang, supra note 17.
18Id.

19 Photos of Scar Rule Violations for 2009 Show Season, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC.,

http://www.aphis.usda.gov/animal welfare/hp/downloads/scar-rule-violations_2009.pdf
Feb. 21, 2011).
20What is Soring?, THE HUMANE SoC'Y OF THE U.S., supra note 10.
21 Id

(last

visited

("Instead of wearing regular horseshoes, the feet of 'Big Lick' or 'performance' gaited
show horses are fitted with tall, heavy stacks of pads to accentuate their gait. These 'stacks' force the
horses to stand at an unnatural angle, much like wearing high heel platform shoes all day, every day.").
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(C) any tack, nail, screw, or chemical agent has been
injected by a
person into or used by a person on any limb of a horse, or
(D) any other substance or device has been used by a
person on any limb of a horse or a person has engaged in a
practice involving a horse,
and, as a result of such application, infliction, injection,
use, or practice, such horse suffers, or can reasonably be
expected to suffer, physical pain or distress, inflammation,
or lameness when walking, trotting, or otherwise moving,
except that such term does not include such an application,
infliction, injection, use, or practice in connection with the
therapeutic treatment of a horse by or under the supervision
of a person licensed to practice veterinary medicine in the
State in which such treatment was given.22
Individuals who employ soring techniques rely on these practices to create
and maintain the desired gait. Horses endure this abuse from the time they
enter training at an age as early as 18 months; once soring is used to
establish the gait, horses must continue to be sored throughout their show
ring careers. 23
It is estimated that up to 20,000 Tennessee Walking Horses are
subjected to soring and soring related cruelty every year.24
III. ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS
A. U.S. DepartmentofAgriculture Horse ProtectionProgram
Congress assigned responsibility for enforcement of the HPA to the
Secretary of Agriculture. 25 During the years since passage of the HPA this
responsibility has resided with various departments within the USDA, but
currently rests with the Animal Care unit of the USDA's Animal Plant and
Health Inspection Service ("APHIS").2 6 A Horse Protection Coordinator
reports to the Assistant Deputy Administrator of APHIS, and assigns the
duties of a team of veterinary medical officers ("VMOs") who work parttime on HPA enforcement.27 Due in large part to budget constraints, VMOs

22

15 U.S.C.A.

§ 1822 (West 2011).

23See Poe, supra note 18.

What is Soring?, FRIENDS OF SOUND HORSES, http://www.fosh.info/whatissoring.html (last
visited Feb. 27, 2011) [hereinafter What is Soring? FRIENDS OF SOUND HORSES].
25 History andAdministration of the Horse ProtectionAct, supra
note 12.
24

26

27 I

d
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attend about thirty shows per year, or approximately 6% of all known
shows which feature horses required to be inspected under the HPA.28
"Typically, an inspector will manually examine or 'palpate' the
front legs of a horse to see if the horse reacts in pain, and to look for other
abnormalities," such as the presence of foreign substances or violations of
the Scar Rule.2 9
While inspectors have jurisdiction to inspect horses
anywhere on the grounds of a show, exhibition, auction or
sale, as well as in transport to these venues, intimidation,
harassment and threats from industry participants have
largely kept inspectors from examining horses outside of a
designated inspection area, directly before entering the
show ring. This system gives trainers ample opportunity to
attempt to conceal soring before the horse is inspected.
In an effort to mask soring, some trainers will
apply numbing agents to their horses' legs prior to
inspection so the horse won't react. Others "steward" their
horses at home, putting them through mock inspections
wherein if the horse reacts to palpation, he is beaten with a
whip, bat or other blunt instrument. The horse learns to be
more fearful of the beating than the pain in his legs, and
learns to stand quietly. Other trainers will attach alligator
clips and other pain-inducing objects to sensitive parts of
the horse prior to inspection, causing him to focus on the
new source of pain rather than his legs and feet.3 0
B. Industry Self-Regulation: Horse Industry Organizations

Under a 1976 amendment to the HPA, the USDA was instructed to
"prescribe by regulation requirements for the appointment by the
GIL H. HARDEN, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC., ANIMAL AND PLANT HEALTH INSPECTION
SERVICE ADMINISTRATION OF THE HORSE PROTECTION PROGRAM AND THE SLAUGHTER HORSE
28

TRANSPORT PROGRAM,
AUDIT REP. 33601-2-KC
2 (Sept. 30,
2010), available at
www.usda.gov/oig/webdocs/33601-02-KC.pdf [hereinafter HARDEN, AUDIT REPORT].
29 What is Soring?, THE HUMANE SOC'Y OF THE U.S., supra note 10; see also, HARDEN,
AUDIT REPORT, supra note 29 at 7.
30 What is Soring?, THE HUMANE SOC'Y OF THE U.S., supra note 10; see also, HARDEN,

AUDIT REPORT, supra note 29, at 16 ("When [APHIS employees] attend horse shows, employees are
often subjected to harassment from organizers, exhibitors, and spectators, which can include antiGovernment comments spoken over the public address system and remarks that create hostile working
conditions."); id at 22 ("Exhibitors could also use numbing or masking agents on the horse's legs or
hooves to prevent the horse from exhibiting pain when being inspected."); id. at 12 n.23 ("Stewarding is
a practice employed . . . to force horses to stand still for inspection even if they are in pain. Techniques
generally involve a stable employee palpating the horse's front legs; if the horse flinches from the pain
of soring, another employee injures the horse by hitting it in the head, using a cigarette to burn its
tongue, or other painful methods. Eventually the horse learns to stand still for the inspection.").
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management of any horse show, horse exhibition, or horse sale or auction
of persons qualified to detect and diagnose a horse which is sore or to
otherwise inspect horses for the purposes of enforcing this chapter." 3 '
The USDA responded by establishing a system of supposed
industry self-regulation, whereby horse industry organizations ("HIOs")
could become certified to license inspectors known as Designated Qualified
Persons, ("DQPs") to detect violations of the HPA on behalf of the
USDA. 32 This certification program was necessitated largely due to
inadequate funding of the Agency's Horse Protection Program under the
HPA.3 Currently, 12 such organizations are certified.34
Some HIOs have hired unbiased inspectors, free of conflicts of
interest, and adopted a policy of zero tolerance toward soring; they
therefore attract few participants who sore their horses at the shows they
oversee.35 Other HIOs which focus largely on the more animated
"performance" sector of the industry have a much less desirable record.36
Overall, industry self-regulation has been largely ineffective in detecting
violations and thus, in eliminating soring, due primarily to the close
industry ties of conflicted inspectors and administrators of these programs
authorized by the USDA to conduct inspections on its behalf.37
C. ProgramEffectiveness
38

Under authority of the Paperwork Reduction Act, the USDA
ceased publication of a report to Congress on the Horse Protection Program
in 2000, and has since produced no equivalent mechanism for tracking or
reporting its status or effectiveness. No comparative program review exists
to afford Congress and the public a way of knowing the degree of incidence
of soring, or whether the situation is changing.39 In 2000, in its annual
" 15 U.S.C.A. § 1823 (West 2011).
32 What is Soring?, THE HUMANE SOC'Y OF THE U.S., supra note 10; see also, HARDEN,
AUDIT REPORT, supranote 29 at 1.
34 USDA HORSE PROTECTION PROGRAM Certified Horse Industry Organizations (HIO)
at
available
2011),
(May
AGRIC.
OF
DEP'T
U.S.
List,
Reference
http://www.aphis.usda.gov/animal welfare/hp/downloads/hio/HIOLIST_2011 .pdf
35 See Rhonda Hart Poe, Article - Into the Hurricane, THE GAITED HORSE MAGAZINE

(Feb./Mar. 2006),
hurricane.html.
3
3

available

at

http://forthetnwalkinghorse.blogspot.com/2010/05/article-into-

See What is Soring?, THE HUMANE Soc'Y OF THE U.S., supranote 10.
HARDEN, AUDIT REPORT, supra note 29, at 11.

3 Paperwork Reduction Act 44 U.S.C.A §§ 3501-3521 (West 2011) (The Paperwork
Reduction Act is an administrative mechanism wherein a government agency must seek permission to
collect data from the citizenry).
3 The USDA requested and thereafter received approval to collect the subject data. Office of
Mgmt. And Budget Control Number History, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs,
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/PRAOMBHistoryombControlNumber-0579-0056 (last visited Mar.
6, 2011). While the USDA does collect data related to horse soring each year and this information is
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report on the Horse Protection Program, the USDA reported that 79% of the
"padded" horses that its inspectors examined were found to have
pathological abnormalities indicative of soring. 40 The USDA does provide
some raw data annually on the number of shows held, the type and number
of violations detected, 4 1 and some industry watchdog groups have obtained
this data and conducted their own analyses.42
It has been determined that the violation rate43 is on average 1500%
(fifteen times) higher when USDA Veterinary Medical Officers are present
and overseeing industry inspectors, than when they are not." This suggests
a strong connection between the generally scarce VMO presence at shows
and effective enforcement or, conversely, a severe laxity in the detection of
soring (and therefore, enforcement) at the vast majority of shows at which
no USDA personnel are on hand. This correlation was confirmed in a
recent report by the Office of the Inspector General documenting its audit
of the Horse Protection Program:
Overall, we found that DQPs working independently issued
few tickets; they were much more likely to issue violations
when they were being observed by an APHIS employee.
From 2005 to 2008, APHIS veterinarians were present at
only 6 percent of all shows, yet DQPs issued 49 percent of
all violations at these shows. In other words, DQPs noticed
about half of the violations they found at the small number
of shows where they were being observed by an APHIS
employee.45
To date, not a single HIO has ever been decertified for failure of its DQPs
to properly detect soring.46
This extreme form of abuse continues in the Tennessee Walking
Horse and related breeds, largely undetected and unbeknownst to the
available on the USDA website it is not in the same easily comprehensible and straightforward report
style as was compiled in the 2000 audit report to Congress.
40HORSE PROTECTION ENFORCEMENT: CALENDAR YEAR 2000, supra note 5, at 18.
41 Horse Protection (HPA) Information, U.S.
DEP'T OF AGRIC. (June 24, 2010),
http://www.aphis.usda.gov/animalwelfare/hpa info.shtml.
42 See What is Soring?, FRIENDS OF SOUND HORSES, supra note 25.
43Violation rate refers to the percentage of horses turned down for violation of the HPA.
4 E.g., Lori Northrup, How Information & Communication Can Help to End Soring,
FRIENDS
OF
SOUND
HORSES,
http://soundhorseconference.com/pdf/How%/ 20Information%

20&%20Communication.pdf (last visited Feb. 19, 2011) (An analysis performed by Friends of Sound
Horses of HPA violation rates from 2002 to 2007 revealed that on average, industry inspectors found
and recorded 14.4 times more violations when USDA officials were present at shows to oversee their
findings. The rate of variance for one of the industry's largest inspection programs, the Kentucky
Walking Horse Association, was even higher, with 22 times more violations recorded when USDA
officials present.).
45HARDEN, AUDIT REPORT, supra note 29, at 2 (footnote omitted).
46 Animal Protection, Horse Industry Groups File Petition Seeking New USDA Rules for

Horses, THE HUMANE SOC'Y OF THE U.S. (Aug. 4, 2009), http://www.humanesociety.org/
news/pressreleases/2010/08/usda horse soringpetition 080410.html.
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majority of the public and even the U.S. horse show world. This ignorance
is in part owing to the fact that the breed was ejected from the national
horse show regulating body now known as the U.S. Equestrian Federation
in the 1980's due to the stigma attached to soring.4 7 So the problem has
been largely out of sight, out of mind among horsemen, many of whom
never see these horses perform, and believe that the 1970 law put an end to
the abuses. A CNN expos6 48 and coverage by several caring journalists
have helped to keep a light shone on the issue over the years, but without
regular coverage, memory of the issue has faded.
But these horses gained a vocal ally in 2008, when the American
Association of Equine Practitioners ("AAEP") issued a white paper
condemning soring and calling for industry-wide changes to eliminate the
practice. 49 The AAEP called soring "one of the most significant equine
welfare issues affecting any equine breed or discipline," and reiterated that
despite passage of the HPA of 1970, which was meant to eliminate soring,
spotty enforcement and under-funding of the law has allowed this cruel
practice to persist, predominantly in the Tennessee Walking Horse
industry.o In its 2008 white paper the AAEP recommended, among other
things, that the industry system of self-regulation be eliminated,5' a similar
recommendation was a core theme of a 2010 audit report of the Horse
Protection Program by the USDA's own Inspector General.5 2
D. PenaltiesAvailable Under the Horse ProtectionAct
The HPA stipulates the penalties that are available to the Secretary
in his enforcement of the Act.' They include civil penalties such as fines
and disqualification from showing for a period of not less than one year and
criminal penalties for knowingly violating the Act.54 However only one
known criminal case has been initiated under the Act. 5 The USDA
processes civil cases through the administrative law judge system, by the
47E-mail from Kathy Meyer, SVP Marketing & Communications, United States Equestrian
Federal, to editor (Mar. 10, 2011, 12:09 EST) (on file with publisher). The U.S. Equestrian Federation
was known at this time as the American Horse Shows Association or AHSA.
48 CNN SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT, TENNESSEE WALKING HORSES AND SORING (1986), available

at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qSsQS1rMdXk (last visited Feb. 27, 2011).
49 AM. ASS'N OF EQUINE PRACTITIONERS, PUTTING THE HORSE FIRST: VETERINARY
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ENDING THE SORING OF TENNESSEE WALKING HORSES 2 (Aug. 2008),

available
http://www.aaep.org/images/files/AAEP%20White%20Paper/
50 See

at
2Oon%20TWH%2OSoring.pdf

id.

" Id. at 4-6.
See HARDEN, AUDIT REPORT, supra note 29, at 4.

" 15 U.S.C.A. § 1825 (West 2011).
54 id
5s Indictment,

with author).

United States v. Davis, U.S. Dist. Ct. E. Dist. of Tenn. (Mar. 8, 2011) (on file
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issuance of stipulations or consent decrees.56
Decisions and
disqualifications are posted on the USDA website.
However, in many cases when USDA personnel arrive to conduct
inspections, the majority of participants load their horses onto trailers and
leave, refusing to subject their animals to government scrutiny or the show
is simply cancelled.58 Given this and the relatively small percentage of
shows attended by VMOs to begin with, the vast majority of violations in
the industry go undetected.5 9 Those few violations that are identified by
industry personnel in the absence of VMOs are not subject to federal
adjudication. 60 Further, even when VMOs do take information for federal
cases, there are impediments to enforcement. The cases are afforded a low
priority because of the lack of resources for case development and
prosecution in the USDA's Investigative and Enforcement Services and
Office of General Counsel which has allowed for a huge backlog of cases to
mount. 6 1 There are long delays in adjudication and, nearly as often as not,
consent decisions with no admission of guilt and minuscule penalties are
the result. 62 With a dearth of consequences in sight, it is little wonder that
soring still wins out in the risk/reward equation.
One striking example of the absence of effective federal penalties,
even in the face of scientific proof of HPA violations can be seen from the
system developed and implemented by the USDA over the past several
years to detect the presence of illegal soring, masking, or numbing
substances on the pasterns of horses presented for inspection.63 The
Agency developed a list of those substances that are specifically prohibited
and made it broadly available in the industry.64 Beginning in 2007, at all
shows at which VMOs were present to inspect horses, random samples
were taken by swabbing the pasterns of horses using a sterile test kit.65 The
56 See

Types ofAWA or HPA Enforcement Actions, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC. (Nov. 10, 2009),

http://www.aphis.usda.gov/animal welfare/enforcement types.shtml.
5

Judicial Proceedings, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC. (Feb. 23, 2011), http://www.dm.usda.gov/

oaljdecisions/.
58 John

Cheves, Senator Opposed USDA Inspectors, LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, Aug. 31,

2008, at Al, available at http://docs.newsbank.com/s/InfoWeb/aggdocs/
00/ODOCB617760FFC75?p multi=LHLB&slang-en-US.

AWNB/122EC32C31F7FE

" See id.
6o See HARDEN, AUDIT REPORT, supra note 29, at 14-15.
61 See id at
15.
62 Id.
63 See U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC., COLLECTION PROTOCOL FOR FOREIGN
SUBSTANCE PENALTY

(June
11,
2008),
available
gcmscollectionprotocol.pdf.
6

SUBSTANCES

U.S.

at

http://www.aphis.usda.gov/animal_welfare/hp/downloads/

DEP'T OF AGRIC., HORSE PROTECTION PROGRAM DEFINITIONS OF FOREIGN

FOUND 2009 (2009),

available at http://www.aphis.usda.gov/

animal welfare/hp/

downloads/2009_ForeignSubstance Definitions.pdf.
65
U.S.
DEP'T
OF
AGRIC.,
USDA
HORSE
PROTECTION
PROGRAM
GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHY/MASS SPECTROMETRY SNIFFER TEST RESULTS 2007 (2007), available at

http://www.aphis.usda.gov/animal welfare/hp/downloads/sniffer-test-results-2007.pdf.
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samples are sent to the USDA's lab and rositive test results, which are
routinely found in over 50% of samples, are conveyed to the horse's
responsible party via a federal form 7060 (Official Warning, Violation of
Federal Regulations).67 Beginning in 2008, the USDA announced that the
consequences of having been found to be in violation of this regulation are:
* For a first or second offense, issuance of an Official Warning,
Violation of Federal Regulations (Form 7060)
* For a third offense, offer a stipulation (fine) to the alleged violator,
and if the stipulation is refused, initiation of a federal case
68
. For a fourth or subsequent offense, initiation of a federal case.
It should be noted that to date, no known stipulations have been offered or
accepted, nor federal cases initiated for foreign substance violations. This
system seems to discount the fact that for a violator to endure any
disincentive whatsoever to stop using these illegal agents, a horse for which
a violator is responsible would first have to be found, through random
screening at multiple shows, to be in violation of the foreign substance rule
not once, nor twice, but thrice. Why a violator who has already received
two warnings would ever allow their horse to be subjected to a third test,
knowing there will be consequences, when they have the option of simply
foregoing inspection and participation in the show, is inconceivable.
In order to provide some disincentives to soring, for the participants
at the 94% of shows at which industry inspectors provide the only
enforcement of the HPA 69 the USDA has worked to encourage HIOs to
impose penalties that they feel satisfy the intent of the Act. The USDA
regulations, established under congressional mandate to prescribe the
requirements for the appointment of persons qualified to detect and
diagnose a horse which is sore for the purposes of enforcing the Act, state
that DQP programs "shall assess appropriate penalties for violations, as set
forth in the rule book of the certified program .

.

. or as set forth by the

70

Department."
In years past, the USDA and the industry achieved
agreement on what those penalties should be through the adoption of a
USDA-approved vehicle known as the Horse Protection Operating Plan
("OP").7 1 However, amidst industry infighting and a rogue attitude of
resistance to the USDA's HPA oversight authority on the part of some of

66

U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC., USDA HORSE PROTECTION PROGRAM FOREIGN SUBSTANCE

RESULTS 2009 (2009), available at
2009 ForeignSubstance Report.pdf.
67

http://www.aphis.usda.gov/animal-welfare/hp/downloads/

U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC. PROTOCOL FOR FOREIGN SUBSTANCE PENALTY (Sept. 1, 2008),

availableat http://www.aphis.usda.gov/animalwelfare/hp/downloads/gcmsprotocol08.pdf.
68 id.
69

HARDEN, AUDIT REPORT, supranote 29, at 11.

70 9

C.F.R. § 11.21 (2010).

" History and Administration of the Horse ProtectionAct, supra note 12.
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the HIOs, no OP was adopted in 2010.72 The USDA instead issued a
recommended penalty structure for the 2010 show season,7 3 and announced
that it would be mandatory for all HIOs to implement the structure in 2011
in order to maintain USDA certification.74
As of this writing, several of the industry HIOs have refused to
incorporate the penalties into their 2011 rule books,75 including two based
in Kentucky, PRIDE and the Kentucky HIO.76 The USDA has threatened
to suspend SHOW, an HIO headquartered in Tennessee, if they do not
incorporate the mandatory penalty structure. To date, no action has been
taken, but USDA has proposed new regulations which would require HIOs
to assess and enforce penalties for violations.
IV. WHY SORING PERSISTS

There are several factors contributing to the ongoing incidence of
soring, and the relative degree of ineffectiveness of the Horse Protection
Program.
* Soring is a cultural tradition, passed on from one generation to the
next. It is not viewed as socially unacceptable, and is practiced
widely in the breed's training barns. The gait standard known as
the "big lick" is revered in the industry, and is a required element
for a winning horse.7 9 Owners expect their horses to win, and this
puts tremendous pressure on trainers to engage in the practice of

72

Id at 14 n.31.
n Id at 14 n.31.
74
Id at 19.
7 SHOW, PRIDE, Kentucky HIO and Heart of America HIO.
ARTICLES and NEWS SHOW Refuses To Implement USDA Penalties and SHOW Show Managers Meeting, FOR THE
10, 2010), http://forthetnwalkinghorse.blogspot.com/
WALKING HORSE (Dec.
TENNESSEE

2010/12/articles-and-news-show-refuses-to.html; Pat Raia, Tennessee Walking Horse Organization
Resists

USDA

Mandate,

THEHORSE.COM

(Dec.

2,

2010),

http://www.thehorse.com//

ViewArticle.aspx?ID=17327&elD=315664.
76 Professional Regulation and Inspection for Dedicated Equestrians

(PRIDE) is

headquartered in Mount Vernon, KY. USDA HORSE PROTECTION PROGRAM Certified Horse
Industry Organizations(HIO) Reference List, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC., supra note 35.
7
Show Receives USDA Letter, S.H.O.W. TENN. WALKING HORSE (Jan. 21, 2011),
http://www.showhio.com/get newsdetaii.php?idnews=17; NEWS - SHOW Receives Warning Letter

from

USDA,

FOR

THE

TENNESSEE

WALKING

HORSE

(Jan,

26

2011),

In
http://forthetnwalkinghorse.blogspot.comI/20 11/01 /news-show-receives-waming-letter-from.html.
the face of disqualification SHOW refuses to accept the mandatory penalty protocol. SHOW Responds
to USDA Letter Mandating Changes to Rulebook and Penalty Matrix, S.H.O.W. TENN. WALKING
HORSE (Mar. 01, 2011), http://www.showhio.com/get newsdetail.php?idnews=27.
7 Horse Protection Act; Requiring Horse Industry Organizations To Assess and Enforce
Minimum Penalties for Violations, 76 Fed. Reg. 103 (May 27, 2011), available at
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2011-05-27/html/2011-13231 .htm.
' DeHaven, supra note 8; See also What is Soring?, THE HUMANE SOC'Y OF THE U.S., supra

note 10.
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soring out of fear that without it, they will not be competitive, will
lose clients to other trainers and thus risk their livelihood.
Past USDA enforcement efforts have been stymied by a lack of
funding, a lack of support from various administrations and
interference by some members of Congress.so When USDA staff
have aggressively pursued enforcement and oversight of selfregulation programs, the industry relied on friends in Washington
to encourage the USDA to back off and leave enforcement to
industry inspectors.
Due to the public's revulsion to soring and USDA attention to
enforcement of the Scar Rule, the industry has worked to clean up
its "image;" gone, for the most part, are the cauliflower lesions and
the dripping blood on the pasterns of these horses.82 Scarring,
while still present, is now quite successfully removed or
camouflaged. Its appearance is more subtle, more difficult to
detect, and less visible to the general public.
Industry inspection programs are staffed with individuals that have
a vested interest in the perpetuation of the status quo - owners,
trainers, farriers, etc. 83 Likewise, industry judging programs are
staffed with owners, trainers and breeders,84 all of whom prefer the
"big lick" gait and want to see it perpetuated.
The gentle willing nature of the breed makes it a prime candidate
for abuse. This breed's unique way of moving is one of its best
assets and what initially made it popular among southern plantation
owners.86 However, competition with other breeds to produce a
"showy" animal has led many to go to cruel extremes to excel in
the show ring, extremes which are more tolerated by Tennessee
Walking Horses than other less stoic breeds.87

V. WHAT CAN BE DONE TO STOP SORING?
An end to soring can be accomplished through a coordinated multipronged effort undertaken by both federal and state entities, and the
industry itself.

s0 Cheves, supra note 59.
81Id.
82 Some Walking Horse Groups Proposing HPA Enforcement ChangeS,THEHORSE.COM

(Dec. 12 2006), http://www.thehorse.com/ViewArticle.aspx?ID=8390.

83 HARDEN, AUDIT REPORT, supra note 29, at 10.
84
Research - SHOW Judges with HPA Violations, FOR THE TENN. WALKING HORSE (Jan. 29,

2010), http://forthetnwalkinghorse.blogspot.com/2010/01/research-show-judges-with-hpa.html.
85 DeHaven, supra note 8; See also What is Soring?, THE HUMANE SOC'Y OF THE U.S., supra

note 10.

86

HARDEN, AUDIT REPORT, supra note 29, at 6 n 9.

8 MAKING THE GAIT, http://www.makingthegait.com/ (last visited Feb. 27, 2011).
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A. U.S. DepartmentofAgriculture

According to the recent audit by the Office of the Inspector
General, the USDA has been unable to stop soring through its enforcement
of the HPA," but in its response to that audit the Agency has committed to
stepping up its efforts and implementing tougher new regulations. 89 The
audit highlighted major deficiencies in the Horse Protection Program, and
recommended, among other changes, that the USDA:
* Abolish the current DQP system and establish by regulation an
inspection process based on independent accredited veterinarians; 90
* Implement a control to ensure that individuals suspended from
horse shows, sales, or exhibitions due to Horse Protection Act
violations do not participate in subsequent events;91
* "Seek the necessary funding from Congress to adequately oversee
the Horse Protection Program." 9 2
* "Revise and enforce regulations to prohibit horses disqualified as
sore from competing in all classes at a horse show, exhibition, or
other horse-related event." 93
The USDA agreed with the audit's recommendations, or at the least
their intent, and promised to proceed with new regulations to:
* "[A]bolish the current DQP licensing system and propose that the
Agency license DQPs.

*

*

. .

. establish strict qualification and criteria

to prohibit conflicts of interest," exclude "DQPs having close ties
with the horse show industry" from licensing, and "provide more
outreach and recruitment activities to license independent,
accredited veterinarians as DQPs;" 94
"[D]ecertify a HIO that fails to enforce the HPA and penalties set
forth by APHIS," and "establish criteria and procedures to
immediately suspend the operation of an HIO;"95
"[D]irectly discipline DQPs," including suspension or revocation
of:
[T]he accreditation for a veterinarian serving as a DQP "if
they do not carry out their duties under the HPA", and

g HARDEN, AUDIT REPORT, supra note 29, at 1.
89 See GIL H. HARDEN, USDA's ANIMAL AND PLANT HEALTH INSPECTION SERVICE,
RESPONSE TO AUDIT REPORT,(Sept. 20, 2010), available at www.usda.gov/oig/webdocs/33601-02KC.pdf [hereinafter HARDEN, RESPONSE TO AUDIT REPORT].
90 HARDEN, AUDIT REPORT, supra note 29, at 17-18.
" Id. at 23.
92 Id.

93

at 18.

Id. at 24.

94 HARDEN, RESPONSE To AUDIT REPORT,

9s Id at 2.

supra note 90, at 1.
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"The license of a DQP who is not an accredited
veterinarian,.., if they fail to enforce the HPA."9 6

These proposed efforts should be given the utmost Agency priority and
attention.
If the Agency is to assume full oversight for DQPs, significantly
greater funding will be required for their training, licensure, monitoring and
management. This funding must be sought from Congress, as emphasized
in the audit report.9 7
Given its limited funding for enforcement and the relative
ineffectiveness of industry self-regulation, as long as the USDA must
continue to rely on industry as its partner in enforcement, it should identify
those steps it can take under current authority and regulations to provide
strong, lasting deterrents to soring. These can and should be undertaken
regardless of the current budgetary limitations on funding of the Horse
Protection Program:
* Permanently disqualify scarred horses from participation in all
horse showing activities;
* Permanently disqualify individuals who have repeatedly violated
the HPA from participation in all horse showing activities;
* Require HIOs to adopt a minimum penalty structure for HPA
violations, as a condition of their certification; and
* Decertify HIOs after their failure or refusal to correct instances of
non-compliance.
The Humane Society of the United States, represented by the firm of
Latham & Watkins LLP, was joined by several national animal protection
organizations as co-petitioners in submitting a rulemaking petition to the
USDA in August of 2010 making these very requests.9 8
B. Congress
Congress must be made aware of the failure of the HPA to bring
about an end to soring, examine the reasons why, insist on stringent
enforcement by the USDA, and ensure adequate funding is being provided
to the Horse Protection Program to fulfill its mandate.
96

Id at 3.
9 HARDEN, AUDIT REPORT, supra note 29, at 3.
9 Animal Protection,Horse Industry Groups File Legal Petition Seeking New USDA Rules
for Horses, THE HUMANE SOC'Y OF THE U.S., supra note 47. The American Horse Protection

Association, American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, Friends of Sound Horses, and
former U.S. Sen. Joseph Tydings (the original sponsor of the Horse Protection Act) joined the Humane
Society of the U.S. as co-petitioners on the rulemaking petition. Id.
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The audit issued by the Office of the Inspector General, 99 must be
reviewed by Congress and the USDA's enforcement efforts and plans to
implement regulatory change in response to the audit should be monitored.
The USDA must be compelled to make improvements in oversight,
including establishing performance and decertification criteria for the
industry-run HIO inspection programs (unless and until the Agency
abolishes the industry inspection program altogether). In order to address
deficiencies within the Horse Protection Program, a congressional
investigation may be in order.
The funding for the Horse Protection Program should be increased
to levels more in line with today's economy, 00 which would allow the
USDA to hire more inspectors and attend more shows, providing greater
enforcement effectiveness and oversight over industry inspection programs.
C. States
The federal government is not the only agency responsible for
protecting horses as states have an obligation as well. All states have
animal protection laws that apply to equines; some have statutes which
specifically prohibit soring, such as Tennessee' 0 and Virginia.102 In states
where soring is prevalent in the Walking Horse industry, state and local
authorities should be urged to investigate reports of soring abuse, and
prosecute under existing state anti-soring or animal cruelty laws. This
would have a major impact on soring, by forcing violators to face criminal
charges for the acts they commit on their own property, not just at horse
shows where they have learned to "beat the system" of HPA inspections.
In any states where animal cruelty laws are not adequate to address
soring, new legislation should be passed to include a felony prohibition
against soring. The Commonwealth of Kentucky, which proudly claims the
title of Horse Capitol of the World, has the second highest incidence of
documented soring of any state, per USDA statistics. 103 Kentucky's current
anti-soring law,104 passed in 1956, carries only a maximum $100 fine.105
After considerable research the author of this Article can find no evidence
that it has ever been enforced. Various iterations of an anti-soring bill have

" HARDEN, AUDIT REPORT, supra note 29.

100
$500,000 in 1976 had the same buying power as $1,916,133.57 in 2010. Consumer Price
Index Inflation Calculator, U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, http://data.bls.gov/cgibin/cpicalc.pl?costl=500000&yearl =1 976&year2=2010 (last visited Feb. 27, 2011).
10' TENN. CODE ANN. § 39-14-202 (2010).
102VA. CODE ANN. § 3.2-6570 (2010).
103Soring Violation by State, STOP SORING, http://www.stopsoring.com/ (last visited Feb. 28,
2011) (with Tennessee having the highest rate).
104KY. REv. STAT. ANN. § 436.185 (West
2010).
jos Id. at §436.185(4).
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been introduced in the Kentucky Senate' 06 over the past several legislative
sessions, but none have received the attention of the Agriculture
Committee.107
In 2009, in response to press reports of the ongoing incidence of
soring in the state, the Rules Committee of the Kentucky Horse Racing
Commission began to look into the way in which the state's Horse Breeders
Incentive Fundos monies were being distributed to participants in the
Tennessee Walking Horse industry - to see if they could have an impact on
the soring situation.' 09 Research was conducted, hearings were held, and
the track record of various HIOs overseeing shows in Kentucky was
examined."o
Ultimately the Rules Committee resolved to restrict access to
Breeders Incentive Fund monies beginning in 2010, making those funds
available only to participants at shows which utilized one of three industry
HIOs that were determined by the Committee to be doing an effective job at
detecting soring during inspection."' The premise was that only those
participants who train using sound, legal training practices would present
horses for inspection by the most thorough inspectors - and pass - and
therefore be eligible for rewards under the Fund.1 2 Further, that those who
had previously relied on soring would now have a strong incentive to
change their behavior, or forego participation in the lucrative Fund.
While the Rules Committee's actions were well intentioned, there
is no indication that the program achieved the desired impact of changing
the behavior of those who sore horses. To be sure, exhibitors who train
"sound" are much more likely to be successful in passing inspection and
winning at shows overseen by inspection programs with strong track
records of enforcement. Breeders Incentive Fund monies are therefore
much less likely to be won by individuals who use illegal soring to achieve

116E.g.

S.B. 176, 2009 Reg. Sess. (Ky 2009).
Janet Patton, Bill Aims to Curb 'Soring' ofHorses, LEXINGTON HERALD LEADER, Feb.
22, 2009, http://www.kentucky.com/2009/02/22/702932/bill-aims-to-curb-soring-of-horses.html#more;
107Cf

KY. LEGIS. RESEARCH COMM'N, ISSUES CONFRONTING THE 2011 Ky. GEN. ASSEMB., INFORMATIONAL

BULLETIN No. 233 6-7 (Nov. 2010), available at http://www.lrc.ky.gov/lrcpubs/IB233.pdf (these
sources suggest that there has been some support for the proposed Bill, but there is no evidence of
formal action).
'0 Janet Patton, Injured Walking Horses Will not be Eligible for Breeders Incentive Fund,
LEXINGTON HERALD LEADER,
Sept. 9, 2009, available at http://www.kentucky.com/
2009/09/09/926968/injured-walking-horses-will-not.html.
o' KY. LEGIS. RESEARCH COMM'N, ISSUES CONFRONTING THE 2011 Ky. GEN. ASSEMB.,
INFORMATIONAL BULLETIN No. 233 6-7 (Nov. 2010), available at http://www.lrc.ky.gov/
Irepubs/IB233.pdf.
0

Id.
"1 Press Release, Pub. Prot. Cabinet, K-HRC Rules on Walking Horse Participation in KY
Breeders' Incentive Fund (Sept. 9, 2009, 9:00 AM), available at http://www.kentuckyhorse.org/
en/art/31 l/.
112
See id.
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success. The Kentucky Horse Racing Commission can reasonably claim
that it is no longer providing a financial incentive to sore horses.
However, attendance at shows overseen by those HIOs not
approved by the Rules Committee has seen no impact as a result of its
actions." 3 A likely explanation is that there are significant other financial
motivators behind the decision whether to sore a horse for competition.
Factors larger even than the ability to compete for a share of the Breeders
Incentive Fund. Exhibitors vie for large prizes at prestigious shows both
within and outside the Commonwealth,1 4 and owners place horses with
winning trainers. In order to be competitive, their horses must be able to
perform the prize-winning gait produced by many using soring. Supporters
of those show venues overseen by the HIOs which the Rules Committee
excluded continue to participate at those shows; they are simply foregoing
the Fund monies. Soring continues in the Commonwealth, as indicated by
USDA statistics.' 15

This abusive practice must be taken seriously. Kentucky's horse
industry has been suffering a decline' 16 and the state cannot afford to lend
the appearance that it does not care if horses are being tortured in order to
win blue ribbons. The Racing Commission understood this;"' now, the
governor and legislature must follow suit. A horse soring bill is needed in
Kentucky to protect the state's horses, and its reputation as the Horse
Capitol of the World.
"
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available at
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"s See U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC., HORSE PROTECTION PROGRAM 2010 SHOWS ATTENDED BY
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(Aug.
USDAHP2010.pdf.
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http://www.aphis.usda.gov/animalwelfare/hp/downloads/reports/

116Joe Drape, Gamble Soursfor Many Kentucky Horse Breeders, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 27, 2010,

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/28/sports/28racing.html.
'7 Pub. Prot. Cabinet, supra note 112.
1 Prohibition Concerning Exhibitors of Horses, Transportation, Inspection, and Detention of
Certain Horses, Responsibilities, Liabilities, and Requirements of Management, Horse Industry
Organizations and Associations, and Certain Other Persons, and Amendment to Clarify Final
Rulemaking Regarding Designated Qualified Persons, 44 Fed. Reg. 25,172, 25,173-74 (Apr. 27, 1979)
(to be codified at 9 C.F.R. pt. 11)
("[l~f the practice of soring continues, the Department will seriously consider the removal of
devices and pads from horses.").
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D. Industry
While the focus of this Article is on those legislative, regulatory,
and enforcement actions available to bring about the elimination of soring,
there is no doubt that ultimately the effort would be hastened and more
easily accomplished with the input, support, and cooperation of the
Walking Horse show industry. The industry should introspectively
examine itself and refuse to continue to protect and maintain the status quo;
a failure to do so will further damage the reputation, hinder the growth, and
threaten the financial viability of the Tennessee Walking Horse breed and
show industry. Several critical steps must be undertaken:
* Change the gait standard that encourages and (intentionally or not)
rewards soring;
* Change the industry judging program to conform to a natural
standard for training, and eliminate judges that do not comply;
* Eliminate the action device (chain) used in competition, a stigmatic
emblem of this breed which is shocking to most horsemen,
encourages soring and is a major contributory cause of permanent,
telltale evidence of soring in the form of scars; and
* Eliminate conflicts of interest within the industry inspection and
show sanctioning programs, and penalize violators with meaningful
sanctions.
VI. CONCLUSION

Until the industry finally takes part in its own successful
reformation, it will be under the scrutiny of the public and the enforcement
thumb of government, and at the necessary expense of the taxpayer. If
compliance with federal law and the elimination of soring in this industry
are not forthcoming, many concerned animal lovers may justifiably begin to
call for an outright ban on this form of competition as it is currently known
- as has been previously and more recently' 18 contemplated by the USDA.

"..Horse Protection Act available at http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2011-0527/html/2011-13231.htm; Requiring Horse Industry Organizations To Assess and Enforce Minimum
Penalties for Violations, 76 Fed. Reg. 103 (May 27, 2011), availableat http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/
FR-2011-05-27/html/2011-13231.htm

